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About AAPS

At American Adventure Park Systems, we
approach every new project with an operational

mindset. Through our years of experience
installing, training, and operating, our world
class staff has developed a deep passion for the
industry and holds your operational needs as our
highest priority. We believe participant safety is
of the highest importance and approach each new
project with the end user’s safety and experience
in mind. Our courses are designed to work with
the natural environment, creating a stunning

course to showcase the beauty of your area while
minimizing impact. Each of our projects are
custom designed to meet the individual needs,

theme, and scope of our clients. Your satisfaction
is extremely important to us, and each project,
from individual zip lines to aerial adventure
parks that are larger than life, receives our

undivided attention.

Our Mission
American Adventure Park Systems is a Professional Vendor Member of

ACCT and a Product Producing Voting Member of ASTM. AAPS
pioneered the zip lining industry with the first zip line canopy tour in
North America and holds the Guinness World Records for the longest

zip line course and tallest free standing artificial rock wall at our
headquarters, Historic Banning Mills.
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AAPS designs and installs customized zip line canopy tours to best fit the
natural topography of your location. Our courses are designed to work with
the environment, and are installed with the goal of minimizing our impact.

Zip Line Tours can be designed to best suit your location with bridges and
zip lines of virtually any length, including super zip lines over 2,500 feet!

Let our professional staff work with your company to design your perfect
adventure experience.

Zip Line Canopy Tours
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Zip line tours are an experiential activity
that takes people outside their comfort zone
and gives a brand new perspective to the
outdoors and natural scenery of an area.
Zip line tours provide a unique
opportunity to guests in that we are able
to share an experience in the outdoors in
a new, fun, and creative way.
At AAPS we design our courses with the
end users experience and personal
safety in mind. We are also extremely
conscious of our impact on the
environment around us and
recognize our responsibility to
protect the environment and work
with it in creating an exceptional
outdoor experience.
Our installing practices meet or
exceed all industry safety
standards and are designed for
optimal course flow, leading to
quick return on investment.



Aerial Adventures

Custom designed aerial adventure courses
can be built to fit any footprint at any
location from simple pole structures to multi
adventure tier mega structures.
Course designs can range from family
friendly to high challenge initiatives all in
one location. Courses can be designed with
limitless customization to ensure your
courses challenge level matches the needs of
your participants.
Courses can be constructed using trees,
poles, aluminum beams, or a combination to
best fit the terrain and environment for your
location.
Once your course is complete and ready for
operation, our staff will train yours on
safety, inspection, and best practices for
your course to ensure you and your team are
ready to hit the ground running.
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Imagine navigating a rocky wall,
mountain, boulder field, cliff face,
or even artificial structures. Via
Ferrata is an exciting and unique
way of navigating dynamic and
picturesque landscapes!

Via Ferrata is a relatively new
adventure activity to the United
States and a great way to draw in
adventurous participants to your
location!

At AAPS we value utilizing natural
landscapes and design our courses
to highlight the beauty of each
destination.

Via Ferrata is now safer and easier
than ever thanks to our
continuous closed belay system!

Contact us to find out how easy
adding new Via Ferrata
adventures can be!
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Vertical Trek Innovations
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Simple

Strong

Cost Effective

Versatile

Safer

Vertical Trek Innovations of North America is on
the cutting edge of continuous closed belay
systems for the aerial adventure park and zip line
industry. With VTI your entire course can be
continuously connected, keeping guests safer than
ever before on zip line tours, aerial challenge
courses, climbing walls, free falls, and suspension
bridges.

Vertical Trek Innovations has a unique, patented
system enabling adventure seekers to progress without
fear of accidental disconnects. This is unlike any
currently available closed belay system on the market.
Over four million people a year all over the world use our
system!With Vertical Trek, safety is our top priority.

Have an existing course? Looking for a newer and safer
belay system to keep your guests safe? Looking to build a
new course and need the safest belay system on the market?
Don't wait for an accident to occur, set your course up to be
the safest it can be.

Our professionals make retrofitting your course an quick and
simple process and will have you resting easy knowing the
potential for accidental disconnects on your course are a thing of
the past.



Give your location the
ultimate wow factor with a
super structure as the focal
point of your adventure
destination! Custom designed
Adventure Matrix structures
can fit any foot print at any
location!
The Adventure Matrix
structure can be built to
almost any dimensions while
its material keeps center of
gravity low and its strength
incredibly high!
Our professional staff will
work with you to design the
perfect attraction for your
location and budget while our
technicians will ensure install
time has you ready for the
next big season!

The Adventure Matrix
Curb Appeal

Appealing To All Ages

Unmatched Participant
Safety

Compact Adventures

Customized Design

Easily Customizable and
Expandable

Fast Install and Simple
Maintenance

Engineered to withstand
CAT 5 Hurricane
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Our professional design team
wants to create a structure you and
your guests will love, with unique
challenge elements to meet any level
of difficulty!

Our structures can be customized to
match the theme of your park with
added design elements, shade structures,
lighting, and observation platforms.

We design our structures to be as
functional as they are fun with natural
course exits and optimal flow in mind to
reduce participant wait times and provide
easy access in a case where course
extraction may be necessary.

Minimal staffing needs and elimination of
potential bottlenecks leads to quick return
on investment!



Our 7 pole Adventure Matrix is perfect for locations needing to utilize a
smaller footprint with the ability to explore up to 26 elements on the three
level design. The top of the matrix can be outfitted with an observation deck
and shade sails for increased usability! This structure can easily be integrated
into indoor or outdoor locations!
Additional levels can be added upfront or in future phases for even more fun!

The Mini Matrix The Mondo Matrix

2618

10080

2-31-2

1.5-21

50
ft

60 ft

3221

130110

3-42-3

2-2.51.5-2

Our 10 pole Adventure Matrix is perfect for locations looking to utilize a
rectangular footprint with the ability to traverse up to 32 elements on the three
level design. The top of the matrix can be outfitted with an observation deck and
shade sails for increased usability! This is a perfect mid-sized structure which
can be easily expanded over time!
Additional levels can be added upfront or in future phases for even more fun!

90 ft

50
ft



The Mighty Matrix The Mega Matrix
Our 12 pole Adventure Matrix is perfect for locations looking to utilize a
larger rectangular footprint with the ability to traverse up to 41 elements on
the three level design. The top of the matrix can be outfitted with an
observation deck and shade sails for increased usability! This is a perfect
mid-sized structure which can be easily expanded over time!
Additional levels can be added upfront or in future phases for even more fun!

100 ft

60
ft

4127

160140

3-42-3

2-31.5-2

Our larger 12 pole Adventure Matrix squeezes hours of fun into a compact
footprint that's perfect for creating that wow factor with up to 54 elements to
navigate! The top of the matrix can be outfitted with an observation deck and
shade sails for increased usability! This larger scale structure can be easily
expanded over time for massive fun!
Additional levels can be added upfront or in future phases for even more fun!

75
ft

90 ft

5441

200175

4-53-4

3-42-3



As owners and operators of the first zip line canopy tour in
North America and the largest in the world verified by
Guinness World Records, we take great pride in our
expertise of the zip line and aerial adventure park industry.
For over 20 years we’ve been building, operating, training,
and inspecting zip line courses and professionals!
The guides at Historic Banning Mills and each of our
Screaming Eagle Adventures locations are trained to meet
and exceed industry standards. Our professional third party
training programs are designed to prepare your staff for a
wide array of situations they may encounter.
Each staff member in our classes receives hands on training
on your course with time to practice and perfect safety
techniques.
Professional trainings are customized to meet your needs
and can include:

• Aerial Adventures
• Zip Line Canopy Tours
• High Ropes Rescue

• Wilderness First Aid &
CPR

• Work Safely at Height
• And More!

Professional Training
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All of our professional inspectors have years of experience both guiding and
installing zip line and aerial adventure tours. Our experience in each aspect of the
zip line industry means we approach every inspection from a number of different
viewpoints. Our team not only ensures your course is safe and meets the
expectations of ACCT / ANSI / and/or ASTM, but also approach each aspect of your
course from an operational mindset to help ensure you and your company can
maximize your ROI, minimize unnecessary course expenses, and operate as safely
and efficiently as possible. At AAPS we strive to push the zip line aerial adventure
industry to be as safe and as fun as possible for our guests and yours and take great
pride in the quality of work we provide, and the lasting relationships we build with
our clients.
Whatever your course has to offer, our professional technicians can inspect your
course in its entirety to ensure all standards are met, and your operations are ready
for the next season.
We can also provide engineered stamps!

Inspection services include

• Challenge Courses

• Suspension Bridges

• Free Falls

• GuyWires

• Support Cables

• Metal Structures

• Pole Structures

• Zip Lines

• Adventure Towers

• ClimbingWalls

• Operating Manuals

• And More!

Professional Inspection
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Looking to add new activities to your list of adventures?

Free falls are an adrenaline seekers favorite activity! Customized jumping
platforms can be added onto any existing structure or integrated into a new tower

or existing course for an added experience your guests will love!

Jump Towers



Adventure Towers
Towers can be for more than just zip lines! Add climbing and rappelling walls, free
falls, and multiple access points to your course from one central adventure structure!
Adventure Towers can act as central hubs to all of your activities!

Our professionals can create a tower to best suit your needs and create a focal point
for your adventure operations.

Towers are great for connecting multi-functional tour options and can be built to
match the theme or existing architecture of your location!
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Super Zip Lines

American Adventure Park
Systems has a wealth of
experience with high speed
zip lines and super zip lines
stretching over thousands of
feet! Super zip lines are a
great capstone experience on
any zip line canopy tour! At
our headquarters, we have 3
half mile long zip lines and
one that's over 3,400 feet
long!
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Looking for group activities to foster cooperation, problem solving,
communication, leadership, goal setting, trust, confidence, and more?
We design, build, train, and facilitate team building - low, high, and orienteering
initiatives?
Team building blends perfectly with zip line canopy tours and aerial challenge
courses and can be an easily added offering to your location to draw in large
groups!
Challenges can be added over time to keep your team building programs new and
draw in repeat participants!

Team Building
Team building courses can
help individuals in the team
accomplish what seems
impossible and give them
the courage to go beyond
what they thought they
could do. It emphasizes that
each individual offers
something to make the team
productive.

Our GPS team building
courses can be spread out
around your property and
marked with handheld GPS
devices to create an added
challenge for participants
where they must navigate
to, and solve each unique
challenge.

No matter the size of your
location, AAPS can find
unique ways to incorporate
team building challenges
into your current
operations. 34



Create a dynamic canopy tour experience by incorporating
suspension bridges and unique aerial elements. Suspension

bridges can be designed as stand alone structures or as part of a
larger course. Suspension bridges can be built for use with or

without personal protective equipment and can range from short
connectors between platforms to spans hundreds of feet long!

Suspension Bridges
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Tree Houses

Looking for unique
accommodations to draw
visitors to your location?

Tree houses create an exciting
alternative to standard rooms
for unique lodging packages!
Our team can create custom
designed tree houses to fit the

theme of your location.



Have the tools and hardware you might need on hand to ensure your
operations stay open and functional year round!

American Adventure Park Systems are distributors for a wide variety of
products, making AAPS your one-stop-shop for everything aerial adventure

related!

Tools & Hardware
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Personal Protective Equipment



Are You Ready To Take The Next Step?



American Adventure Park Systems
205 Horseshoe Dam Road

Whitesburg, GA 30185
Info@AAParks.com

(770) 834-9149


